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STATEMENT of CASE      
 
Submitted by West Park Residents Association   Reference: TWA/13/APP/04/OBJ/1720 
 
This is submitted on behalf of the West Park Residents Association (WPRA), based in North 
West Leeds, whose members reside adjacent to or on the route of the proposed northern 
route of the NGT scheme. 
 
WPRA consider that it would be wholly wrong and unsafe to grant the TWAO given the 

many  deficiencies in the scheme and the process whereby the scheme was derived. 

Public Support for NGT 
The NGT campaign has been founded on dubious statistics and misquoted public support. It 
has continually quoted the statistic that NGT enjoys 77% of public support for the scheme, a 
figure derived from a questionnaire circulated in 2009 for which the primary questions were 
as follows: 
 

 What do you think of our proposals for the NGT scheme? 

 What do you think of our proposals to use modern trolleybuses on the NGT 
network? 

 What do you think of our proposals for Park & Ride sites at the end of the North 
and South routes? 

 
However the information available to the public only gave sparse details of the scheme. The  
maps and brief details for the North and South routes, were given alongside a map and 
details for an East route to St James’ hospital and the City Centre loop route; Neither of the 
last two routes featuring as part of the current proposals. (Reference: Appendix 5) 
 
The leaflet did make mention that NGT would “help tackle congestion and reduce pollution 
in Leeds”, and that  “90% of the funding for NGT would come from Central Government and 
10% would come from local sources”, whereas the current scheme only offers less than 70% 
government funding. It also quotes generalised findings from an earlier survey in November 
2008 such as “95% of people thought public transport in Leeds could be improved”, within 
any context a meaningless statistic.   
 
The whole publicity documentation and questionnaire was slanted to encourage a 
supportive response, without providing information on the scheme or possible alternatives 
upon which the individual could make any meaningful or objective comment. The 2009 
survey statistic of a 77% support figure is totally misleading and prejudicial. Other less 
quoted findings, detailing reasons for such support were: 
 

 Reduced car use / congestion  (NOT an outcome for the current scheme) 
 

 A desire for more NGT routes and wider coverage across Leeds. (NOT provided by the 
current scheme) 
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 The need for low fares to encourage use. (UNCLEAR but UNLIKELY to be a feature of the 
current scheme). 

 

 Concern about how NGT would integrate with existing bus services. (Current scheme 
does NOT integrate with existing bus services) 

 
Overall the collection of the survey information lacks objectivity and validity, whilst the use 
of the apparent findings to support the NGT case is misleading and inappropriate. This 
ambiguity and lack of substantial details has been characteristic of the whole publicity 
campaign and “consultation process” associated with the current NGT scheme.  
 
Community associations in north-west Leeds recently combined to distribute a new 
questionnaire, worded to replicate the 2009 survey, to gauge the reaction of residents to 
the scheme now being proposed. Local resident associations distributed 3450 
questionnaires eliciting 893 returns which showed that 95% of residents opposed the trolley 
bus scheme with only 3% supporting it.  The NGT proposal has no public support. 
 
[The 2009 questionnaire and the Leeds NGT –Final Consultation Results October 2009, 
prepared by Steer Davies Gleave . ]. 
 
The Recent Public Consultation Process 
The first of the series of Information sessions was called at the behest of WPRA, and 
publicised and paid for by WPRA. Over 200 residents attended the Saturday morning session 
at St Andrews church hall. The lack of preparedness of the NGT was soon evident – no wall 
plans, books of plans suitable only for table-top usage, inability to answer most points being 
raised – all of which left residents angry, confused and wary of the whole scheme. 
 
Having attended all the 6 events based around the proposed northern route, it was clear to 
any observer that support for the scheme was closer to 10% rather than the publicised 77%, 
and that people felt that their concerns could not be addressed. 
 
The most common feature of all these events was the inability of the NGT team to answer 
most of the points being raised, even being unable to give an estimate of the likely distance 
between roadside support gantries. A Frequently Asked Question section of the NGTMETRO 
website was used to provide retrospective (typically after a long delay) answers to many of 
the questions being raised.  Discussions and responses were limited to the details of the 
plans (Design Freeze 6 [DF6] ), with no information concerning the rationale for the scheme, 
or the basis underlying the plans being presented, or details of tree loss and other landscape 
methods. 
 
For the West Park area, questions raised by WPRA and local residents, concerning DF6 did 
result in changes being made to plans, for instance the proposal to make Kepstorn Road 
one-way, which would have made access to the this part of West Park very difficult for 
residents.  However, there was no consultation about the one-way proposal in the first 
place, and this instance serves to emphasis the extent to which NGT plans embody a lack of 
knowledge or understanding of the issues affecting local communities adjacent to the A660.  
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The whole process has only involved “giving information” and NOT consultation NOR 
meaningful discussion, especially against any background of local understanding. The NGT 
scheme as currently proposed sees the A660 as a through road between the city centre and 
the ring road with little regard to the needs of communities established in North West Leeds 
and the character of the environment, notably the streetscape of the A660.  
 
One specific issue concerns the number of banned right turns being proposed on the 
outbound carriageway of the A660 and the consequent access difficulties for residents. This 
together with the likely increase in rat-running through other communities which will be 
needed to “circumvent” the banned right turns, typifies the extent to which NGT neglects 
broader obvious issues which impact on communities and Leeds as a whole. 
  
Community respect 
The design process for NGT appears to have been limited to the A660 road with little regard 
to adjoining communities and services,  and any opportunity to enhance these 
environments. Interestingly, after prompting from consultation with the Civic Trust, the 
section of NGT adjacent to Leeds University now includes plans which significantly enhance 
that area(Reference: A-05-M4931-124). This approach is absent from most of the route, 
with the boundary specified in the TWAO being closely tied to the A660; For example in 
West Park DF7 only states “opportunity to upgrade surfacing to local neighbourhood 
centre” rather than actual proposals for enhancement as part of the scheme. (Reference: A-
05-M4931-112) 
 
Overall there is a massive negative impact on the various local communities along the A660 
and the roads serving these communities. Particular concerns are as follows: 
 
Changes to bus stops – throughout the northern route existing bus stops have been moved 
or removed. These changes invariably are to the disadvantage of bus users, local amenity, 
the elderly and disabled. For instance, at West Park the inbound stop opposite the parade of 
shops has been moved over 300 metres to the south PLUS it now requires users to cross a 
busy entrance road to The Village hotel and leisure centre (Reference: A-05-
312694/TD/012).  
The outbound bus stop has been moved from outside the West Park shops to beyond the 
mini-roundabout (approximately 100 metres); A move which ignores the bus route for #97 
resulting in either no stop being available or using the earlier stop (approximately 500 
metres away from the old bus stop) (Reference: A-05-312694/TD/012).  
Another example which illustrates the design failings for the elderly or infirm, concerns the 
High Fields surgery at the Holt Park terminus centre (Reference: A-05-312694/TD/001). The 
surgery is isolated by the proposed road changes giving severe access problems to patients, 
especially the elderly or those with impaired mobility. 
 
This are just a few examples of the adverse design incorporated into NGT with a consequent 
severe loss of access, amenity and bus services, especially for the many elderly residents of 
the local communities. 
 
Impact on local business -   NGT insists on small local businesses paying a high price for its 
introduction. It is establishing a clearway, removing the parking facilities of customers so 
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denying businesses their customers and passing trade. This can be seen through the massive 
number of TROs, road alterations and restrictions placed on day-time parking in bus lanes, 
clearly evident for the Far Headingley parade of shops. At West Park this is seen in the 
removal of parking spaces at the end of Kepstorn Road, whilst Spen Road has lost spaces 
immediately outside the laundrette to provide two exit lanes for what should be a minor, 
narrow local road. The likely outcome of this will be the loss of these businesses to the 
detriment of the local community and Leeds as a whole. 
 
Road safety – West Park is home to Lawnswood School, with numerous pupils using the 
footpaths leading up from Headingley. The existing pavements are being narrowed to 2 
metres width for much of the West Park section of the A660 (Reference: A-05-
312694/TD/011 and 012).  
This raises a safety issue, and contravenes guidance provided by the Department for 
Transport (Manual of Streets section 6.3.22).  Other parts of the plans released as part of 
the TWAO application are also unclear as regards pavement access (eg. either side of the re-
located outbound bus stop at West Park). 
 
Environmental issues – Significant tree loss is planned for West Park to the harm of the 
area’s character and the environment, notably the removal of trees from the central 
reservation both sides of the Lawnswood roundabout. The planting of young small trees 
elsewhere is hardly a mediating factor, especially given the additional pollution likely to 
occur from the increased queues associated with the removal of a traffic lane between the 
West Park and the Lawnswood roundabouts. Even the TWAO documents signify that 
congestion and pollution are planned outcomes from NGT. 
 
Conservation Areas 
The northern section of the proposed trolleybus route runs exclusively through 
Conservation Areas, whose character and features are extensively documented through 
Conservation Area and Neighbourhood Design Statements prepared through the 
collaboration of local residents groups and the council, from consultation processes absent 
from NGT planning. 
An integral part of the character of these areas comes from the extensive tree borders all 
along the A660. These trees and associated green verges are being severely damaged by the 
intended development for an insignificant saving of a few minutes for the morning and 
evening rush-hours (during term times).  
 
The proposed junction with Weetwood Lane would widen the highway into five lanes to the 
detriment of trees and grass verges, a development which is solely concerned with traffic 
movements on the A660. It ignores other wider issues such as rat-running of traffic on Moor 
Road (a narrow twisting road through residential properties with extremely narrow 
pavements) centre (Reference: A-05-M4931-114).  
 
The blight of these areas is compounded by increased street clutter and the overhead 
cabling and roadside gantries required by the trolleybus with no guarantee of combining 
OLE poles and light columns. Even the Civic Trust is concerned to hope that these could be 
removed at a future date, hardly an overwhelming vote of support for a trolleybus system. If 
overhead cabling and gantries are wrong in the future they are wrong now! 
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The West Park Conservation Area is also adversely affected by the removal of one of the 
trees on the forecourt of the parade of shops on Otley Road, plus the fixing of cable studs to 
these shops extending the cables over the forecourt compound the damage to the character 
of these noteworthy forecourt and shops (Reference: A-05-M4931-112). 
 
 
Demographic Changes 
Although the NGT proposals do take account of changes such as the closure of Bodington 
Hall, and the affect on passenger numbers, it is less clear whether the full impact of 
changing student demographics has been considered by NGT. 
 
New research by housing experts Unipol and Re’new (see attached report from 
www.unipol.leeds.ac.uk/Media/ PDF/RenewFinalReportAugust2012.pdf) shows that things 
are changing as student numbers in their traditional heartlands, such as Headingley, are 
declining.  
At the same time this decline is being balanced by the number of students living in 
commercial purpose-built accommodation which has more than doubled from 5,298 in 
2006/07 to 12,672 in 2011/12. As a consequence the percentage change in students living in 
street properties between 2006/07 and 2011/12 has seen a dramatic 57% drop. The 
development of purpose-built accommodation centres has been especially noticeable 
around the University area (1,825 in 2006/07 to 2,891 in 2011/12), the Docklands area and 
Leeds city centre. 
 These changes should also be viewed against a decline in recruitment by the two 
universities. 
 
The presumption being that the A660 route was chosen for NGT because of the large 
volume of existing public transport users, including very significant numbers of students, 
these demographic changes erode the likely income and commercial viability of the 
northern route. 

 
Other housing developments in the non-student market demonstrate the weakness of the 
trolleybus system, and its inflexibility.  Large developments at Centurion Fields 
(Lawnswood), the vacated Bodington Hall site, anticipated developments at Adel and 
Bramhope are all within 0.5 mile to 3 miles of the trolleybus route, yet are unable to 
contribute to passenger number for NGT without a lengthy and expensive extension to 
gantry systems and cabling.  
 
Design flaws 
The Lawnswood roundabout has been redesigned to allow for central access by the 
trolleybus and according to the information provided by TWAO documents will just about 
cope with traffic flow. However current plans announced by the Council for ELOR (East 
Leeds Orbital Road) are specifically designed to both increase housing and traffic flow 
around the outer ring road, a situation likely to overload this roundabout. 
The southern roundabout entrance and exit are also likely to contribute to increased 
queuing at peak times, being reduced to single traffic lanes.  The much reduced “merging 
lane” inbounds at the roundabout raises the prospect of queues developing onto the 
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roundabout, and certainly lengthening on the Bodington side of the approach road – a 
definite road safety issue. 
For the outbound evening peak period, queues are likely to stretch well beyond the West 
Park parade of shops, and encourage rat-running on the narrow Spen Road residential road. 
 
The most significant design flaw concerns the recommended mode of transport, the 
trolleybus. Not only does the trolleybus mean an inflexible and not easily extendable 
system, but it dictates the visual desecration of the character of the A660 and its 
conservation areas. This is not simply through the cabling and support poles, but also 
through the loss and cutback of trees to accommodate the cabling. 
This is despite the fact that transport improvements are NOT conditional on the transport 
mode being a trolleybus, yet all of the disadvantages ARE associated with the trolleybus. 
There has been an inadequate appraisal of the most appropriate transport mode, ignoring 
the many technological developments and systems being applied to other cities and towns 
in the UK and Europe. 
 
 
The impact on Public Transport 
The TWAO in section A-01-03 Leeds Trolley Vehicle System Order – Statement of 
Consultation clearly states: 
 

“One of the city’s key transformational projects, the NGT trolleybus system is key to 
creating an integrated rapid transport network for Leeds to support the city’s future 
development, transform public transport and offer a real and attractive alternative 
to travel by car.” 

 
Fine words BUT for one thing NGT is NOT an integrated transport system.  The plans 
establish separate stops for trolleybuses and buses rather than a single unified network 
system. NGT is adding alongside the  existing bus service, another “bus” service to the 
confusion and detriment of public transport users. 
Changes to plans now give bus services greater access to priority lanes improving  bus 
journey times, however unless the bus service adopts an oyster card-type system there is 
the prospect of bus boarding delaying trolleybus journey times. 
 
It is incredible that a scheme has been designed to merely add a different type of bus to a 
bus system with different stops, possibly a different ticketing system and planned on the 
basis that approximately 80% of its customers might be users of the existing bus service.  
 
Time savings trumpeted for NGT seem too small to encourage car drivers to use a Park and 
Ride system, especially given that Council figures show that about 60% of city centre parkers 
have access to free parking. Usage of the Park and Ride might be greater if it had a 
dedicated express transfer service, rather than a normal commuter bus service. To 
compound this muddled thinking, plans recently released for the Victoria Gate development 
in the city centre, include the provision of 800 car parking spaces which is hardly designed to 
encourage the use of park and ride facilities, plus the NGT route does not go near this new 
development. The recent announcement of a new park and ride facility at Elland Road with 
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its own express bus transfer service adds weight to the muddled un-integrated thinking 
behind the NGT scheme. 
Overall the small journey time advantage is outweighed by the damage inflicted by the 
choice of a trolley bus as the transport mode. Similar time savings could have been achieved 
by the use of alternatives, such as electric/battery powered buses, together with improved 
ticketing procedures. As with the chosen route, no strategic thinking has been applied to the 
transport mode and the best value for money that could be obtained for the network as a 
whole. 
Indeed, the quality of the service being offered appears to put more value to on-bus 
information and quicker boarding than it does on seating and customer comfort, again 
hardly likely to endear the system to prospective users, especially the elderly, infirm or 
parents with young children. 
 
Business Plan 
The whole NGT scheme appears to rely on “Supertram” thinking and a fixation with the 

A660. Urban Traffic Control figures show that the A660 carries less traffic than other routes 

such as the A62 or the A65, routes which have greater scope for separate trolleybus 

carriageways. 

The A660 does not serve areas of proposed major development, nor high unemployment, 

key factors associated with the Business Case. It is difficult to see the proposals for the 

northern route of NGT as offering value for money. It would serve mainly prosperous areas; 

areas already served by frequent bus services, although NGT argues it would replace some 

of these and possibly make others uneconomic. Improvements to commuting could be 

achieved without the envisaged high expenditure, through ticketing systems and relatively 

minor road alterations. The route does not serve areas planned for commercial 

development, such as East Leeds, Thorpe Park or the Aire Valley, and whilst housing 

developments are envisaged for north Leeds, the NGT route falls short of these and will not 

serve these. 

Unlike major transport developments in other cities, NGT appears to be tackling the wrong 

route in the wrong way.  

Recent figures from “Statistical Release 18 June 2013 Light Rail and Tram Statistics:   England 

2012/13 DfT” (attached) show a decline in vehicle miles and revenue for non-London light-

rail systems, for example:  

Sheffield experienced a drop of 4% in passenger journeys and a drop in passenger revenue 

of £14.4million (7%). 

Whilst for Nottingham in 2012/13, passenger journeys dropped by approximately 18% but 

revenue had stayed at about the same level because of an increase in ticket prices and more 

revenue protection exercises. 
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Overall hardly a promising prospect for Leeds, a trolleybus system designed to increase 

congestion, failing to achieve customer numbers and likely to result in higher fares? 

NGT publicity has made much of the 4,000+ jobs expected to materialise as a result of the 

trolley bus, yet the government figures for the Sheffield much larger tram system only found 

evidence of approximately 1,600 jobs being created. Indeed the Urban Dynamic Model used 

in these projects to estimate the impact of transport on employment typically predicts 

changes  10 years (or more) after their completion, making it 2030 before extra jobs may 

have become reality? 

The gains seem paltry compared to other announced developments (Thorpe Park  10,000 

jobs, Victoria Gate 1,000 jobs, plus anticipated developments in South Leeds and the Aire 

Valley), and all these projects have much shorter end dates. 

Overall, WPRA consider that it would be wholly wrong and unsafe to grant the TWAO 

given the many deficiencies in the scheme, and in the process whereby the scheme was 

derived. 

 

Douglas Kemp 

Chair of West Park Residents Association 


